Abstract. As a widely used programming model and implementation for processing large data sets, MapReduce does not scale well on manycore clusters, which, unfortunately, are common in current data centers. To deal with the problem, this paper: 1) analyzes the causes of poor scalability of MapReduce on many-core clusters and identifies the key one as the underlying low-speed storage (hard disk) can not meet the requirements of frequent IO operations, and 2) proposes mpCache, a SSD based hybrid storage system that caches both Input Data and Localized Data, and dynamically tunes the cache space allocation between them to make full use of the space. mpCache has been incorporated into Hadoop and evaluated on a 7-node cluster by 13 benchmarks. The experimental results show that mpCache gains an average speedup of 2.09 when compared with the original Hadoop, and achieves an average speedup of 1.79 when compared with PACMan, the latest in-memory optimization of MapReduce.
Introduction
The human society has stepped into the big data era where applications that process terabytes or petabytes of data are common in science, industry and commerce. Usually, such applications are termed IO-intensive applications, for they spend most time on IO operations. Workloads from Facebook and Microsoft Bing data centers show that IO-intensive phase constitutes 79% of a job's duration and consumes 69% of the resources [2] .
MapReduce [5] is a programming model and an associated implementation for large data sets processing on clusters with hundreds or thousands of nodes. Due to its scalability and ease of programming, MapReduce has been adopted by many companies, including Google [5] , Yahoo, Microsoft [9] , and Facebook [20] .
Although MapReduce scales well with the increase of server number, its performance, however, improves less or even remains unchanged with the increase of CPU-cores per server. Figure 1 shows the execution time of self-join with varied CPU-cores per server on a 7-node cluster, in which the line with pluses denotes the time taken by Hadoop and the line with squares denotes the time in an ideal world. As the number of CPU-cores increases, the gap between the plus-line and square-line gets wider and wider. The fundamental reason behind this is that the underlying low-speed storage (hard disk) can not meet the requirements of MapReduce frequent IO operations: in the Map phase, the model reads in raw input data to generate set of intermediate key-value pairs, which are then written back; Shuffle phase, the model reads the intermediate data out from the disk once again and sends to corresponding nodes which Reduce tasks are scheduled on. In addition, during the whole execution of jobs, temporary data is also written to local storage when memory buffer is full. Although more tasks are concurrently running as more CPU-cores equipped, the IO speed of the storage system which backs MapReduce remains unchanged and can not meet the IO demand of high-concurrency tasks, resulting in the unchanged performance of MapReduce. Unfortunately, it is common that servers in data centers are often equipped with a large quantity of CPU-cores (referred to as many-core). To overcome the bottleneck of low speed storage, caching data in memory is an effective way to improve IO-intensive applications. Indeed many studies have been done on in-memory cache [6] [13] . With the volume of memories scales with hardware technology, it seems more feasible to cache data in memory to provide high IO speed. However, caching data in memory inevitably occupies additional memories and drops down the task parallelism degree (that is the number of concurrent running tasks). What's more, some machine-learning algorithms such as k-means and term-vector are memory-intensive that consume very large volume of memories. For these applications, task parallelism degree drops significantly due to insufficient memories, leaving some CPU-cores idle. Although adding more memories could alleviate the situation, the volume of data scales even faster. Taking cost into consideration, it is not cost-effective to provide high IO speed by in-memory caching.
Flash memory based Solid State Drive (SSD), emerges as an ideal storage medium for building high performance storage systems. However the cost of building a storage system completely with SSDs is often above the acceptable threshold in most commercial data centers. Even considering the price-drop trend, the average cost per GB of SSDs is still unlikely to reach the level of hard disks in the near future [8] . Thus, we believe that in most systems, SSDs should not be simply viewed as a replacement for the existing HDD-based storage, but instead SSDs should be a means to enhance it.
Taking all the concerns discussed above into consideration, we proposed mpCache, SSD based hybrid storage system, to support MapReduce scalable on many-core clusters, which not only provides high IO for IO-intensive applications but also maintains task parallelism degree of memory-intensive jobs. The contributions of our paper are as follows.
-We propose a new approach, called mpCache, to cache both Input Data and Localized Data to speedup the IO-intensive phases. We also devise an algorithm to dynamically tune the allocations between Input Cache and Localized Cache to make full use of the cache and provide better performance. -We propose an algorithm to replace Input Cache efficiently, taking replacement cost, data set size, access frequency, all-or-nothing into consideration for better performance. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the key ideas and algorithms of mpCache. Section 3 shows the experimental results. Section 4 reviews the related work and the paper ends in Section 5 with some conclusions.
mpCache Design
As shown in Figure 2 , mpCache adopts a master-slave architecture with one mpCache Master and several mpCache Slaves. mpCache Master acts as a coordinator to globally manage mpCache slaves to ensure that a job's input data blocks, which are cached on different mpCache slaves, present in an all-or-nothing manner, for some prior research work [2] 
Optimal Allocation Determination
Dynamic Space Tuner divides the whole cache space into three parts, i.e., Input Cache, Dynamic pool, and Localized Cache. Since the distributed file systems (e.g., GFS [7] and HDFS [17] ), which back MapReduce applications up, store data as blocks, we divide Dynamic pool into blocks. When caching input data, free Dynamic pool blocks are allocated to Input Cache when Input Cache is full. As the execution of job going, Dynamic Space Tuner constantly monitors the used Localized Cache size. When Localized Data size exceeds Localized Cache size, Dynamic Space Tuner checks if there are free blocks in Dynamic pool, if not Dynamic Space Tuner excludes cached input data from Dynamic pool using the same scheme described in Section 2.2, then allocates blocks of Dynamic pool to Localized Cache one by one. All the Dynamic pool blocks allocated to Localized Cache are withdrawn back when Localized Cache used ratio is below the guard value (in our implementation, guard value is set to 0.5).
Input Data Cache Model
Admission Control Policy. We use an admission control policy to decide whether or not it is worthwhile caching an object in the first place. We use an auxiliary cache which maintains the identities of input data sets from different jobs. For each object in this auxiliary cache we also maintain time-stamps of the last access, measured both in terms of the number of data set accesses and time.
Using the admission control policy, we would like to ensure that at the i th iteration the potential incoming input data jd i is popular enough to offset the loss of the input data it displaces. So we process as follows: If there is enough free space for jd i , we simply put jd i into the main cache. Otherwise, we check if jd i occurs in the auxiliary cache. If it does not, jd i is not put into the main cache. However, we put jd i into the auxiliary cache in accordance with LRU rules. On the other hand, if jd i does occur in the auxiliary cache, then we determine if the decision which the replacement policy heuristic makes would be profitable. That is we compare the value 1/Size(jd i )Δ jdi i (Δ jdii is at the i th iteration the number of accesses since the last time jd i was accessed) with the sum j 1/(Size(jd j )Δ jdj i ) of the set of candidate outgoing data blocks. We admit jd i only if it is profitable to do so.
Main Cache Replacement Scheme. We now describe the data replacement scheme of the main cache. With the data set in the main cache we associate a frequency F r(jd) counting how many times jd was accessed since the last time it entered the main cache. We also maintain a priority queue for the data sets in the main cache. When a data set of a job is inserted into the queue, it is given priority P r(jd) computed in the following way:
where Blocks Access(jd) is the number of accesses of all blocks of data set jd ; F r(jd) is the frequency count of data set jd; Full is a bonus value for the data set which have all the blocks cached in the main cache (due to the allor-nothing characteristic of MapReduce cache [2] ); Clock is a running queue "clock" that starts at 0 and is updated, for each evicted data set jd evicted , to its priority in the queue, P r(jd evicted ); and Size(jd) is the number of blocks of data set jd. When mpCache Master receives update message from mpCache Slave, we use Algorithm 1 described below to update P r(jd) of the data set to which the update message corresponding. T o Del is a list of tuples such as < data node,blocks evicted >. 
Evaluation
We implement mpCache by modifying Hadoop distributed file system HDFS (version 2.2.0) and use YARN (version 2.2.0) to execute the benchmarks.
Platform
The cluster used for experiments consists of 7 nodes. Each node has two eightcore Xeon E5-2640 v2 CPUs running at 2.0GHz, 20MB Intel Smart Cache, 32GB DDR3 RAM, one 2TB SATA hard disk and two 160GB SATA Intel SSDs configured as RAID0. All the nodes run Ubuntu 12.04, have a Gigabit Ethernet card and connect to a Gigabit Ethernet switch. Since our SSD cache space is 160*2=320GB on each node, which is large enough to hold most of the input data set, and in real data centers, the input data of jobs is TB or even PB magnitudes, we only use 80GB cache in our experiment.
Benchmarks
We use 13 benchmarks released on PUMA [1] , covering shuffle-light, shufflemedium, and shuffle-heavy categories. We vary the input data size of each benchmark to 20 classes. As the input data size has Zipf-like frequency distributions [11] , we set a chosen probability to each data size using Equation 3 . When submitting job to the cluster, we randomly select a job from the 13 benchmarks, and we choose input data size according to the attached probability.
Experimental Results
Comparison with Hadoop and PACMan. We compare the execution time of benchmarks on mpCache with that on both Hadoop and PACMan. We run the benchmarks on mpCache, Hadoop, and PACMan separately and get the average value.
PACMan uses memory to cache input data, the bigger the cache size is, the more data is cached in memory, causing the faster Map phase. However, in YARN, the concurrent running tasks number is relative to the available CPUcores and free memory. Using too much memory for cache will decrease the parallelism degree of the tasks. We set the memory cache size to 12GB as recommended in PACMan [2] . Figure 3 shows the normalized execution time of Map/Reduce phase. For shuffle-light jobs grep, histogram-movies, histogram-ratings, and classification, the execution time is short (about 241s, 253s, 279s, and 304s of Hadoop when k=10 ), most of the time is spending on data IO, caching the input data of Map accelerates the execution of Map phase significantly (gets a speedup of 2.42 times of Map phase averagely). The Reduce phase time of mpCache is almost the same as that of Hadoop for three reasons: i) The Reduce phase of shuffle-light jobs is vert short (about 2s, 4s, 4s, and 5s when k=10 ); ii) Shufflelight jobs have very little shuffle data (less than 10 MB); iii) The localized data size is very small (less than 1 MB), thus, caching localized data has little acceleration. The job execution time of shuffle-light jobs on mpCache gets a speedup of 2.23 times, averagely. When running on PACMan, each task runs well with 1GB memory, thus PACMan and mpCache gets the same parallelism degree of the tasks. Although PACMan's memory cache provides a fast IO than SSD cache of mpCache, mpCache size is much bigger than PACMan's memory cache size, mpCache's auxiliary cache scheme also prevents too frequent replacement, causing a higher hit ratio than PACMan does. Therefore, PACMan gets an average speedup of 2.17 times, which is slightly lower than mpCache.
For shuffle-medium jobs word-count, inverted-index, term-vector, and sequencecount, the execution time is longer than shuffle-light jobs(about 779s, 932s, 1209s, and 1174s), the acceleration of caching Map input data is also smaller (gets a speed of 1.25 times of Map phase averagely). The shuffle data size of these jobs is about 318∼737MB, and the localized data size is 1∼3GB, thus, caching localized data has bigger acceleration of Reduce phase than that of shuffle-light jobs, getting a average speed up of 1.60 times of Reduce phase. The job execution time of shuffle-medium jobs on mpCache gets a speed up of 1.25 times, averagely. When running on PACMan, word-count and inverted-index run well with 1GB memory, thus the speedup is roughly the same as mpCache. term-vector task needs at least 3GB memory, thus the parallelism degree is 10 on Hadoop and mpCache, while 6 on PACMan, causing the performance of PACMan drops to 0.762 of Hadoop. sequence-count needs at least 2GB memory, thus the parallelism degree is 16 on Hadoop and 10 on PACMan, causing the performance of PACMan drops to 0.868 of Hadoop.
For shuffle-heavy jobs k-means, self-join, adjacency-list, ranked-inverted-index, and tera-sort, the shuffle data size and localized data size is very big, thus caching Map input data and localized data both reduce the Map&Reduce phase time significantly. The Map time of k-means, self-join, ranked-inverted-index, and terasort is shorter than that of adjacency-list, thus the front three jobs get a speedup of 1.82∼2.69, while, the adjacency-list Map time is longer (1168s), thus, getting a speedup of only 1.04 times. Since the localized data size of shuffle-heavy jobs is the biggest of the three types, caching localized data accelerates the Reduce phase most, getting a speedup of 3.87 times of Reduce phase. The job execution time of shuffle-heavy jobs on mpCache gets a speed up of 2.65 times, averagely. When running on PACMan, self-join, adjacency-list, ranked-inverted-index, and tera-sort need 2 GB memory for each task, thus the parallelism degree is 10 on PACMan, and get an average performance of 0.981 of Hadoop. k-means benchmark clusters input data into 4 clusters, thus Reduce tasks number is set to 4. The Reduce phase of k-means is a heavy part (2660s of 3087s), and needs at least 8GB memory for each task. Therefore, the Map phase time is 2.46 times of Hadoop, and Reduce time is the same as Hadoop, causing a performance of 0.808 of Hadoop. 
Fig. 3. Job execution time comparison with Hadoop and PACMan
PACMan used 12GB memory for data cache and got considerable performance using MapReduce v1 of Hadoop, the task parallelism degree of which was configured by "slots" number. And slots number was set as constant value in configuration files, both Hadoop and PACMan used the same configuration, thus the same task parallelism degree. However, in MapReduce v2-YARN, the concurrent running task number is determined by free CPU-cores and free memory, allocating memory for data cache inevitably reduce the task parallelism degree of some jobs. In our cluster, each node contains 16 CPU-cores and 32GB memory, PACMan used 12GB for memory cache, thus the memory left for computing is 20GB. When running "1GB jobs" (which consume 1GB memory for each task, such as grep, histogram-rating, histogram-movies, classification, word-count, and inverted-index ) on PACMan, the task parallelism degree is 16, which is the same as that of Hadoop and mpCache. Therefore, PACMan gets a better performance than Hadoop and almost the same as mpCache. For other jobs, each task needs at least 2GB memory (3GB for term-vector, and 6GB for k-means), which results in the task parallelism degree of PACMan drop to 10 (6 of term-vector, and 3 of k-means). Although PACMan's memory cache could significantly speedup Map phase IO, the drop of task parallelism degree slows down the job worse, thus as illustrated in Figure 3 , PACMan even performs worse than Hadoop of these "at least 2 GB" jobs.
For all these benchmarks, mpCache gains an average speedup of 2.09 when compared with the original Hadoop, and achieves an average speedup of 1.79 when compared with PACMan.
In order to trade off the influence of memory cache of PACMan, we also do an experiment using only 8 CPU-cores of each node for Hadoop, PACMan, and mpCache. As shown in Figure 4 , when using only 8 CPU-cores, most of the benchmarks run with the same task parallelism degree on Hadoop, mpCache, and PACMan(except term-vector and k-means). For shuffle-light jobs, mpCache and PACMan run with the same task parallelism degree, speedups over Hadoop are 1.74 and 1.67, separately. For shuffle-medium jobs, word-count and invertedindex is 1GB-task job, getting speedups over Hadoop of 1.12 and 1.08. termvector is 3GB-task job, when running on Hadoop and mpCache, task parallelism degree is 8, while, running on PACMan is 6, causing a high Map phase time than Hadoop. Thus, the whole performance of PACMan is still worse than Hadoop. For shuffle-heavy jobs, the localized data size is also very big, mpCache caches both input data and localized data, resulting in an average speedup of 1.63 times of Map phase, while PACMan gets an average speedup of 1.35 times of Map phase. mpCache's caching localized data also gets an average speedup of 2.09 times of Reduce phase, while PACMan does not affect the Reduce phase. For all the benchmarks, mpCache gets an average speedup of 1.62 times, while, PACMan gets an average speedup of 1.25 times.
Sensitivity to Cache Size. We now evaluate mpCache's sensitivity to cache size by varying the available cache size of each mpCache Slave between 5GB and 160GB. The experimental results are shown in 3 sub-figures, i.e., Figure 5 (a), Figure 5 (b), and Figure 5 (c), corresponding to the 3 categories of benchmarks. Figure 5 (a) shows the effect of cache size on Shuffle-light benchmarks. These benchmarks all have very little shuffle date and very short Reduce phase (the Reduce phase is no longer than 2.1% of the whole time), thus, the Localized Cache occupies little space and most of the space is allocated to Input Space, the speedup of these benchmarks is mostly due to the caching of Input Data. When the cache size is 5GB per node, the speedup is very small due to insufficient space to hold Input Data. As the cache size increases, the speedup rises significantly and getting the maximum point when the cache size is about 90GB. Figure 5(b) shows the effect of cache size on Shuffle-medium benchmarks. These benchmarks have some volume of shuffle data (no more than 1GB), both Map and Reduce phase could be accelerated by caching Localized Data. When the cache size per node is 5GB, all the Localized Data is cached, thus Reduce phase gets an average speedup of 59.99%. However, the Reduce phase only occupies 3.43% of the whole time, resulting in the speedup of the whole job of only 1.40%. As the cache size increases, the speedup increases due to the reduction of Map phase time and getting the maximum speedup when the cache size is about 100GB.
Figure 5(c) shows the effect of cache size on Shuffle-heavy benchmarks. These benchmarks have very large volume of shuffle data, resulting in the Localized Data space occupies as large as 32GB when running tera-sort with 30GB Input Data. Thus ,when the cache size is below 40GB, most of the cache is allocated to Localized Cache, and the speedup is due to caching Localized Data.
Related Work
MapReduce Optimization on Multi-core Server. With the emerging of multi-core systems, MapReduce frameworks were also proposed and optimized on multi-core server [15] [19] [18] . All of these frameworks are designed for a single server, of which [18] mainly focused on graphics processors and [15] [19] were implemented on symmetric-multiple-processor server. Obviously, these singlenode frameworks could only process gigabytes of data at most and are stretched so thin to handle terabytes or petabytes of data.
MapReduce Optimization via In-Memory Cache. PACMan [2] and HaLoop [3] cached input data in memory to reduce IO cost of hard disks and optimize performance. Since the task parallelism degree of new generation of MapReduce (e.g., YARN) is more concerns about free memory. Caching data in memory consumes additional memory and cuts down the task parallelism, thus leading to low performance for some memory-intensive jobs. Due to limitation of memories and the large volume of Localized Data, PACMan only cached Input Data, thus only Map phase was improved. However, many MapReduce applications consist of heavy Reduce phase (e.g., k-means and tera-sort ), our caching Localized Data also significantly improves Reduce phase and gets better acceleration of the whole job.
IO Optimization via SSD Cache. Yongseok et al. [12] proposed balancing data in cache and update cost for optimal performance of SSD. Hystor [4] , Proximal IO [16] , SieveStore [14] , and HybridStore [10] used SSD as the cache of hard disks. However, these works only cache small files (e.g., size below 200KB), and only work for a single node. mpCache works in unison of all the nodes and makes use of relatively complex and efficient eviction scheme to make better support for MapReduce.
Conclusion
As a widely used programming model and implementation for processing large data sets, MapReduce does not scale well on many-core clusters due to the IO restriction of storage. Emerging of SSD provides a good trade off between cost and performance and caching data in SSD also prevents the problem of in-memory's degradation of computing parallelism degree. In this paper, we proposed mpCache, an SSD-based universal caching system for MapReduce, which caches both Input Data and Localized Data to speed up all the IO-consuming phasesRead, Spill, and Merge. We implemented mpCache in Hadoop and evaluated it on a 7-node cluster. The results show that mpCache can get a speedup of 2.09 times over Hadoop, and 1.79 times over PACMan.
